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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO THURSDAY, MARCH 30,
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der. Sentence afterward commuted
to 10 years.
TROUT FOR
Robert Leslie, Jr., sentenced from
Otero county, to serve two and one
with the various owners as to the!
half years to five years for killing
THE KEYNOTE
neat cattle.
proportionate payments of the cost. It
1b difficult to imagine that
any one
Robert Leslie, Sr., sentenced from
could ever object to anything of the
Otero county, to serve four years, for
some
dishonest
kind unless it were
Not Likely That Diaz Will Traveling Auditor Safford Mr. Clark Says It Should Be killing Neat Cattle.
Territorial Engineer Gone to
Territorial Engineer Autho contractor. '
Sostenes Lucero, sentenced from
Yield to All of Insurrecto
Yours
i
Called State Industrial
truly,
San Juan County On IrriSays Business Conditions
Mora county, for life, for murder.
'
rized to Provide For ,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Juan B. Romero, sentenced from
.
'
Demands
Excellent
School
Are
gation Matters
Supervision
;
Attorney General,
Mora county, for life, for murder,
Dances Forbidden In School Homes,
Jose Molina, sentenced from Sierra
Santa Fe, March. 24, 1911.
for a5f, years,; for murder.
BILL" IS HERE APPLICATIONS
MADERO IS NEAR CHIHUAHUA "STATEHOOD
KLOCK HAS
MANN
OUSTED
FOR
PAROLE county,
LOTS OF WORK FOR MR. JAFFA Mr. Hiram M. West, Sr., : .
:
3, W. Willis; sentenced from Berna
'
Morlarty. New Mex.
lillo county, for one year to two years,
Dear Sir With reference to the use He It Lest Than
a Day's March Eagle Who Died When Bad There Are 359 Prisoners Now At for forgery and uttering forgery.
Santa Fe Pacific Makes Liet
Superintendent Clark Well Im of the public school for dances the su
Oorgonlo Garcia sentenced from
Peru-tentiarFrom That City Which Hat
Statehood Came In
Land Selections at Las
of
Newt
of publlo Instruction has
the
Territorial
Las
With
perintendent
Vegas
pressed
Bernalillo county,, to serve one year
ruled that in view of the fact that the
Been Fortified
at Mansion.
Crucet.
Schools. ;;
to
two
catfor
of
neat
years,
larceny
law allows the use of the school house
tle.
:,
for certain purposes, by implication
El Paso, Texas, March 29. If any
Jose Mora sentenced from Bernalil- The following were the land entries
Governor Mills has appointed AtaTraveling Auditor Charles V. Saf
The following were the land entries its use for dances is forbidden.
peace proposals are being formulated ford has returned from an extensive naslo Roibal of Pecos, San Miguel j lo county ,for one year to two years, at the local land office yesterday:
at the local land office yesterday.
Yours very respsctfully,
beMexican
is
for larceny of neat cattle,
John Duffy, Ben R. SeTnter, Estancla;
government, it
by the
Juan Vigil,
Ora P. Heater, Grant;
tour ot the Territory and is greatly county, a notary public.
JAMES B. CLARK,
Gallieved by the insurrecto Junta here,
Burton D. Pennington, sentenced Albert A. Tipton, Santa Rosa; Joseph
Letter From Mr. Clark,
Wagon Mound; Reese Beddow, J
the good financial
with
Superintendent Public In
Territorial
impressed
1.
to
Francisco
be
from
delivered
Bernalillo county, one year to D. Hanson, William A. Crist and Jothey will
.'lup; Charles A. Dilley, Wlllard;
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund of
'
struction.
,
Madero in form of unofficial over condition of banks and business con the
two years for burglary of shop and seph A. Clay of Cuervo.
carlo Lope!, Santa Fe; Porflrio Anaya,
Ssrvles Discontinued.
department of education has re
Star
tures.
with
to
the
optimism displayed ceived a second letter from Superin larceny therefrom.
For the Treasury,
reports, cerns;
Madero, according
Pastura; Margarlto Lucero, Pintada;i
Washington, D. Ci March 24. The is less than a
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
Pedro Perea y EspInoBa,' sentenced
day's march from Chi by even the dry farmers In the east tendent Clark about his tour. He
William A. Moore, Vaughn.
special star service has been discon- huahua
a
now
Horses.
federal
has
from
to
one
Socorro
received
the sum of $1,678.50 from
ern part of the territory and the gen writes under, date of March 27,
strong
City,
county,
Captures
year
tinued between Taft, Guadalupe counthree years for embezzlement and lar- Warden Cleofes Romero for convicts'
The mounted police office here repost in northern Mexico. The junta eral wave of prosperity which seems ' "As soon as we could get
and La Lande, Curry county.
ready this
Diaz
to
President
over
be
believe
here
does
New
ceived a telegram this morning from ty,
Mexico, des
ceny.
pot
sweeping
earnings.
Three Officers.
morning Mr. Sanchez and I started
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier stat
will yield to the most Insistent of In pite the wreck of statehood in the out
On Irrigation Matters.
Leslie Johnson, sentenced from Tor
from Wagon Mound and vlted
A dispatch from Washington states
had
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ot
stolen
.
a
bunch
senate
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Include
the
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that
which
to
demands
Charles D. Miller, the territorial enone
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,
recently.
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year
years
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offl
three
the
Bchools
allowed
Arrived
at
Mexico
is
at
Levy.
that
New
doeB
heen located in El PaBO and four men cerB
Mr. Safford deserves great credit Springer at noon. Immediately after for burglary.
gineer, has gone to San Juan county
'
of the National Guard to go to retirement of the president and
are held on the charge of stealing the maneuvers at San
Nesario Alarld, Bentenced from on irrigation, matteciw He Is not ex- - '
Califor- not consider the prospect particularly for the way he fixed up the Roy bank's luncheon we went
to the reform
Diego,
de
them from New Mexico. Further
The Santa Fe. county, for 99 years, 'for pected home for several days, as the
nia. Arizona is given two officers. No bright for peace in the Immediate fu affairs when that Institution was ap school (sorry that's the name!
tails are awuited here.
murder second degree.
trip is a long one and there are many
parently severely embarrassed. As' a
officers are allowed for the maneu- ture.
.. r.omoanv Dissolves.
Alberto Arellano, sentenced from matters to attend to.
No Rebels at Mazatlan.
competent official Mr. Safford ranks the name to the State industrial
. ..
vers at San Antonio, TexaB, however.
ot
:
Los Angeles, Calif., March 29.
Trout for Forest Streams.
Paners were filed in the office
high throughout the territory.
School.) The; school ha four em Dona Ana county, for one year to two
the Territorial Secretary for the disso
Supervisors of twenty national forApropos the recent statement attrib
"The general conditions are favor- ployed, the superintendent, the assist years, for assault with intent to kill.
HOWE PLEADS GUILTY:
Ellsandro Lucero, sentenced from ests. In Colorado, New Mexico
lution of the Pecos Valley Irrigation
of
and
GETS FIVE' YEARS. uted to Francisco Madero, Sr., to the able," he said this morning, "and the ant superintendent, the-- 'director
was
incorporated
effect that the lnsurrectos are menac- stockmen are feeling pretty happy. farm work and the school teacher. Dona Ana county for three years, for Arizona have made requisition upon
Company which ,
owned
by
and'whlch
is
the Bureau of Fisheries at Washington
July 18, 1906,
to Answer Another ing Mazatlan, Mexico, information All along the Rock Island I have found The" regular school work has been burglary..
Land Company of But He Will Have
the Allison-Rlchehas reached here that no rebel trou
conducted In a, brick building located
Clemente Najar, sentenced from for overvl0,000,000 fry to be used In
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Charge
dis
the
for
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who
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ble exists in that vicinity. E.
near the main building but this work Dona Ana county, for three years, for stocking 'the lakes and streams of
Houston, Texas,
.
He Finishes His Term,
a tobacco grower of Mexico and
solution of the company.
has now closed and the boys are work- assault with
the forests. The fry probably will be
intent to kill.
El Paso, Texas, March 24. Robert tlson,
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received
resident
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from
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yesterday
signed
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at
murder in the second degree when
fice is almost overpowered with work
of age.
tention will be paid to stocking the
district at San Diego, State ot Tepic, stating
years for forgery.
arraigned in the Thirty-fourtno
of
lnsurrec
are
there
that
signs
resulting from the recent constitutionot
"The school ownB only 20 acres
court yesterday on a charge of killing
James Ryan, sentenced from Grant headwaters of streams which He in al
tos-- in the vicinity of Mazatlan. The
al election. Checks have to be made
land but the boys are working about
Customs Inspector Tom O'Conner,
county, for one to three years for lar most inaoessible mountainous country.
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that
states
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further
letter
be
100
will
acres
leased
land.
of
It
The spawn wi)U be transported by the
near Fort Hancock on January 30,
ceny.
over BumsNof $3 or more, to pay cerbeen no trouble at San Bias, an lm-- J
remembered that this school Is locatlast. Howe, who is but 20 years old,
Jose Cordova, sentenced from Col government rangers in
or at
south
tain clerks of registration and other
of
Mazatlan,
port
portant
old
was
court
ed
house
which
in
the
was wounded in a battle with deputy
fax county, for one to two years for with the State Fish and Game Com- officials who took part in the election.
abandoned about 15 years ago when
mission.
sheriffs and rangers the night ot the Acapaneto.
The rangers will be able
of cattle.
of
de
larceny
amount
Immense
an
Situation at Mexican.
There is
the county seat was changed to Raton.
one bullet entering his right
J. L. Gibson, sentenced from Eddy to furnish valuable information as to
tail connected with the work, ana tragedy,
March 29. Rebel
Mex,
Mexlcali,
The
been
and
has
building
repaired
his
left
other
shoulder
and
the
the
leg,
places where the1 fish can be
county for six months to one year, for
checks cannot be made out until the and
Is quite satisfactory for the accommohe was brought to the El Paso scouts who stopped for breakfast at
placed to the best advantage.
railroad car.
receipts from all the precincts in one
dation of the SO boys, so far as dormi- unlawfully entering
confin- Cudahy Ranch at Hechlcera, 15 miles
been
has
he
where
county
Blanchard Inspects Damsite.
jail
Eduardo Martinez, sentenced from
county are on hand.
t '..V".
tory, mess room, kitchen, etc., are Colfax
south, report having a brush wlh fed
ed since. ..
C. J. Blanchard, statistician of the
one
two
for
to
year
county,
In Las Vegas
for
from
room
Volcano
no
is
concerned but" there
era! forces, advancing
Lived In New Mexico.
Reclamation
Service,
accompanGovernor Mills ,1 eft last night for
the necessary manual twining equip- years for larceny of cattle.
broth- Lake. More than three hundred fed
Robert Howe, hlB
ied
v
by District Engineer W. M.
Wanted In Arizona.
ment
the
said.
which
Las Vegas to go on a three days hunt- er; Guy, and his
must
be
the
by
are
in
column, they
provided
father, erals
H.
Reed
O.
and
Baum
were
at the
A
Ariz
dispatch from Phoenix,
next legislature.
ing trip. He will be back Monday.
Frank, were ranchmen near Abo, N. General Berthold's forces are expect
Elephant Butte damsite yesterday for
says:
Visits Schools.
bla
rumors
of
The
here
to
M and were accused ot stealing from ed
the
"Certain boys are assigned
tonight.
On the application of W. P. Geary, an Inspection of the work. Mr. BlanchOn Tuesday of this week. Superinkitchen and are required to do the district
freight cars, I. K. McClure, Santa Fe being wounded or captured leave It
attorney of Navajo county, ard will go from there to Washington.
tendent J. E. Clark visited the schools special agent, of Albuquerque, was uncertain whether he la with the col
A
etc.
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washing,
special and Joseph F. Woods, sheriff of the
cooking,
Lieu Selections,
'
nf the city and town of Las Vegas, sent to
another
cares
for
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are
rebels
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and
his
throwing
The
busy
dormitory,
squad
body
investigate,
same county, Governor Sloan yesterSanta Fe Pacific Railway company, '
'
linlrtine s. teachers meeting in the was later found in a well near their
of
does
The
work.
east
earthworks
additional
great
laundry
,the
up
day issued a requisition on Governor by Hugo Seaberg, attorney in fact, of
town in the afternoon. He drove his home.
A posse started after them town, where it is believed the federal
majority ot the boys work the land Mills of New Mexico, for the return
Raton, has filed at the Las Cruces
car to Watrous on Wednesday morn and
V. Safford.
of
course.
Charles
at.
were
overtaken
Han
center
attack.
will
their
Fort
they
to WlnBlow, Arizona, ot Newt Marley, Land Office on lieu
troops
selections, aoutly
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cock on the way to M ernco. Near
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Rosafternoon,
"Every Sunday
Sunday
fugitive from justice, now in
Tue
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D.
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March
'
room
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school
held
school
and
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s
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M.
Washington,
Wood
Sheriff
C,
left last of range 19 west,
well,
160 acres,
three teachers and the board pi uirec-tor- and Justice of the Peace - Myron R. ident Taft continued today to discuss
the dry farmers jubilant, because the at every opportunity addresses are night for Roswell to secure the pris based on northeastcontaining
met with superintendents Clark
quarter section 19,
to
A the Mexican situation with Senators heavy snows, and ralnB have
them.
arrest
before
school.
Hemley
attempted
the
papers
given
was
whose
Dally
arrest
asked
for
oner,
a
by
brought
In the afternoon for
onrt Rnnz-hetownship 22, north of range 11 west,
pitched battle ensued In which O'Con- and Representatives, and talked the apparent prosperity. They are fcold are kept from the boys but they are wire.
also southwest quarter section 22,
profitable consultation.
ner was killed,, Hemley was slightly matter over at some length
with ing their own in good
Informed as to Important hqlpful
"The
Is
that
There
charge
against
Marley
shape.
"
south of range 19 west,
In the town of Las Vegas, splendid wounded, and Howe was wounded and Senator Warren, chairman of the is much
he conspired with his father and four township 30,
disappointment over the fail- current news.
containing 160 acres, based on lota
work is being done, though another later captured. Then followed a run- Senate committee on military affairs. ure of the statehood
Is true,
Books are provided and help- brothers in the stealing and butcher 1
it
"Select
bill,
and 2 of northwest quarter and east
teacher is needed badly. The present ning fight in which several deputy Senator Warren said he had several but nevertheless the
people of New ful magazines are available but cer- ing on the range in that county of half of northwest
teachers are conscientious and faith- sheriffs and rangers took part, and conferences with the quartermaster Mexico seem as
quarter section 19
as
tain magazines and books are not ad- cattle that did not belong to them."
one
prosperous
township 22, north of range 11 west,
ful, making the most thorough prepa- the father and brother were killed at general of the army and he is con could
Occidental's Report.
mitted.
hope."
The
work.
ration for each day's
midnight on January 20, of this year, vinced that the movement of the ' Mr. Safford
The report of the examination of the containing 158.02 acres ; also north"For over two and a half hours Sureports that ' William
west quarter section 27, township 30,
children in the Watrous schools are after they had put up a stubborn fight. troops to the Mexican border created
Occidental Life Insurance Company of
visited
and
on
filed
Sanchez
I
and
two
his
have
family
Gregg
perintendent
and
responsive.
serious, interested
Howe's sentence was fixed by the Jury very little if any, deficiency in the
as made under the su- south of range 19 west, containing
Albuquerque,
schools.
the
San
Simon
homesteads
in
Four)
the
of
public
Springer
valley,
inadequate
that
160
The chief difficulty
at five years, but he will likely be army appropriations.
acres, based on southwest quarter
Just across the New Mextco boundary teachers are employed with Principal pervision of the New Mexico Insur section 19,
quarters, will be removed in another tried in New Mexico for the murder
township 22, north of range
Grade ance Department, has been filed. The 11
R. C. Bonney at the head.
the
Mr.
that
and
southern
are
li
'
Arizona,
directors
planning
as
the
of McClure after he finishes this term. BRIEFEST WILL ON
west
year,
work through the ninth is carried on report shows that the company at
the
will
a
store
there.
house
coming
new
The
a
of
open
Gregg
building
i
RECORD AT DENVER.
Order of Ouster Issued.
has under the following assignment: Miss present is in excellent condition. Fulsummer.
dlscoverey of artesian water
The mandate of the New Mexico
PRAISES ROAD BETWEEN
to that section, Mrs. Ellis, first; Miss Raynolds, second and ler reports of the examination will be
a
caused
Insurance Company.
rush
29.
of
One
supreme court in the ease of George
PECOS AND SANTA FE.
Denver, Colo., March
third; Miss EdmundBon, fourth, fifth made public in the near future.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
S. Klock vs. Edward A. Mann has been
the briefest wills ever presented for Safford has also filed on a homestead and sixth; R. C. Bonney, seventh,
Santa
other
Chaves has received the notice of the Auto Tourist
and
Feans
among
there,
of
court
received
in the district court for Beris
that
It is One of the probate in the county
Says
and
ninth.
IN
CHANGE
OF
VENUE
a
eighth
dissolution of the Keystone Guard,
nalillo county, and Judge Ira A. AbJohn Pass, which was filed with the there are Mr. and MrB. W. H. Bartlett.
Best Ha Has Ever Seen Has
COUNTY
In
TORRANCE
CASE.
Athwork
of
saw
"We
especia:?y good
fraternal insurance company
i
bott yesterday issued an order of
court yesterday. Pass, who was found
Installs New System.
Gone 4,578 Ml La.
'
' "
the Intermediate grades under Miss
ens, Pa.
kdead in his music store, 614 Fifteenth
ouster against Edward A. Mann who
Doro-teAn important feature of Mr. Saf-fordcase
vs.
The
of
the
their
Territory
Miss
and
Edmundson;
Raynolds
An automobile which is just finish
Opinion of Attorney General.
street, on March 21, wrote his will on
work on his recent trip was to
Torres and others, which was to was the acting district attorney for ,
instruction
The following opinion of the attor- ing one of the hardest winter tours a sheet of ordinary writing paper one Install the new bookkeeping system in discipline is good; their
Valencia and Sandoval
excel- have come up for trial today in the Bernalillo,
and
definite
their
management
It is as fol- the various district courts preparaney general is
of 1911 was In Santa Fe last night. week before his death.
court for Santa Fe county, on counties.
district
'
lent,"
EnTerritorial
Hon. Charles D. "Miller,
It is the Warren 30 "Wolverine" en lows: "My last will and testament: tory to turnine the offices of the clerks
'
change of venue from Torrance counMore Prisoners.
route to Los Angales and San Fran- After all my just debts are paid, 1 of the courts over to the
gineer, Santa Fe, N. M.
rebate1
ty, was again postponed, on a second SECOND MEMBER OF
were
The
prisoners
following
Dear Sir I have your letter of the cisco. The car is crossing the conti- hereby assign all my worldly posses clerks who become clerks of thej
CONVENTION
change of venue, this time back to
TO DIE.
from
to
the
penitentiary
brought
ask
to
and
my nent and the Warren Motor Car Co, sions
22d Instant In which you
my wife, Olive Pass,
court uder statehood. This system
Torrance county, the defendants presen
serve
to
Grant
county
yesterday
of
apwithout
not
or
you may
bonds,
its makers, chose midwinter for the make her executor,
opinion whether
will make the probate clerks thor
believed
affidavits
that
H.
Arthur
senting
they
Harlles
Succumb
Attorney
my eBtate. After her, to my oldest oughly familiar with their new duties tences Imposed by Judge Parker:
the case against them had been prejupoint an assistant for the purpose of trip.
at 8liver City to an Attack
Martin Ribal, 2 to 3 years, and 3 to diced by the publication In the New
The car left Detroit, Mich., the siBter, Sarah Sherman ot Waverly, and serves to facilitate making the
representing your department as an
of Pneumonia.
case
also
in
each
was
in
Pass
4
fine
and
will
Pa."
The
various
of
by
the
irrigation
middle
signed
December
of
yearB,
under the charge
Mexican last evening of an account
inspector
change that will be necessary "when
Word was received today in .Santa
MiranconstrucAllison
of
of
E.
cattle.
of
Juan
Charles
the
now
in
500,
ot
presence
larceny
process
projects
of the case. Judge McFie ruling, that
New Mexico ceases to be a territory.
Harry Nelly and Jack Mohrhardt.
da, 4 to 5 years, assault with Intent while he personally did not believe Fe of the death of Attorney Arthur
tion.
It was driven to New York, Philadel- and E. H. Nortdh. The estate is val':', ,.
"8tatehood Bill" Here.
H. Harllee, at Sliver City, after a
to kill; Edward Baker, 3 to 4 years, that the article In
I do not find in the statute dlreci phia, back to Detroit, Chicago, Des ued at about $7,500, of which the
question prejudiced
Statehood Bill, the flneMjald head
Mr.
Perfecto Rodriguez, 1 to 2 the Jury panel, yet, he could not die brief illness with ' pneumonia.
,
forgery;
and explicit authority for the appoint- Moines, Omaha and Kansas City music store is the largest part.
ed eagle captured In Socorro county
and larceny; Nasario regard the affidavits of the defend- Harllee was prominent In Masonic
ment or employment of such an assist- where the crew attended the automo
some weeks ago and sent to Governor years, burglary
a
of
3
1
was
circles
to
and
years, larceny
Gutierrez,
postmaster of the Silants .and could not do anything that
ant or inspector, but it is plainly bile shows. From there the trip was IRRESPONSIBILITY CAU8ED
Mills as an emblem of the freedom
horse; Valentine Gutierrez, 1 to 2 would, even though only apparently ver City lodge. He was well known
BY USE OF WHISKEY.
made the duty of the territorial en- resumed to Denver and Santa Fe. To
New Mexico hopes to enjoy un
that
a
and
in
Santa
Fe.
He
Is the second memdischarging
years, drawing
deprive the defendants of a fair trial.
gineer, when In his opinion it may be date the car has covered 4,578 miles
der statehood, now is at the executive
ber of the constitutional convention
deadly weupon; Alejandro Pena, 3 to
Independence, Kans., March 29.
necessary, to inspect any work under and is still running with its original
almansion. , He is quite harmless
4 years, forgery;
Camillo Gonzales, DENVER POST PUBLISHES
to die, George Brown of Raton, having
Much of this distance To the surprise of spectators at the
construction for storage, diversion or equipment,
though his glass eyes are almost as 5 years.' '
'
OLD RAIROAD STORY. been the first, Arthur H. Harllee was
carriage of water and require any was through deep snows and ' mud trial of A. A. Truskett, accused of ferocious as those of Statehood Bill
i Discharged.
a native of South Carolina, was edumurdering J. D. S. Neeley, the wealthj when he was the guest of Adjutant
changes necessary to secure their that was almost impassible.
Denver, March 29. The Post yes-- i
There was one happy man at the
The convict work on the roads be Lima, Ohio, oil man, the defense
cated in Wofford College, at SpartanIt is manifestly Impossible
safety.
of
the
that
the
suys
General Brookes. The eagle died on
terday
holdings
penitentiary yesterday and his name late United States Senator Charles J. burg, and through school teaching as
for the engineer in person to make tween Pecos and Santa Fe is making abruptly rested Its case without put- the
news
was
bad
that
received
He
had
day
a 'means equipped himself for the
all such necessary inspections, of one of the best highways we have ting the defendant on the stand. S.,M. here about the Btatehood bill In the Is George Van Vanlkenburg.
Cosin the 548,000-anrserved two years tor receiving stolen Hughes, Jr.,
in seen," said Mr, Neily this morning. Porler was the first state witness callworks now under construction,
senate. But he was too fine a speci- goods and larceny and was sentenced tilla estate in southern Colorado and practice of law. After his graduation
Asked regarding men to be
law
Bchool In
various parts of the territory, and at It was a pleasant surprise to us to ed In rebuttal.
burled so ho was sent to in Chaves county. He finished his northern New Mexico have been sold from Albany, N. Y.,
the same time be able to give proper discover such a good road In a coun- Truskett's mental conditions, Porter Denver
by the administrator of the Hughes 1885, he came to Silver City more
to
be
F.
F.
a
out
free
by
Gormley
walked
and
term
yesterday
stuped
attention to the discharge of. his num- try that has as a rule Httie better said if the defendant was irresponsiestate. The name of the purchaser than 20 years ago. He was district
mounted nna now will gaze at all man.
ble for his acts, It was because of his anq
erous other duties both in the office than trails."
and the amount paid have not been attorney tor Grant and Sierra counwho may challenge his look of free359
Prisoners.
The
which
crew
Wolverine
and in the field, the most of
spent the use of whisky. The witness also said dom, soon
divulged. It is said the railroad ties in 1S95. He was a Democrat
expected by New Mexico.
Warden Romero stated yesterday which now traverses the Costilla es- and was elected as such a member of
cannot bo deputed to any assistant. morning sightseeing and left about Neoley.was a man of high character.
271
For
th
noon
now
359
are
Treasury.
of
that
a
for
there
prisoners,
be
matter
to
necessity
Albuquerque. They expect
It seems
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero of whom are in the penitentiary; 73 tate to the New Mexico line, will at the constitutional convention, where
that Borne portion of this Inspection to be on the coast In about ten days. PRIEST CAUSES SENSATION
has received the sum of $159.27 from on the highways; 10 In jail. Five ot once be extended to Taos, N. M., his legal knowledge and experience
othbe
done
SERMON.
should
by
IN
TEMPERANCE
at
least,
work,
The served him in good stead.
and later to Santa Fe, N. M.
er persons, and if you can obtain the JACK JOHNSON SEN- DenVer, Colo,, Murch 29. State- Cleofes Romero, warden of the peni- the prisoners are women.
ComCostilla Estate Development
; TENCED SECOND TIME. ments made by the Rev. Father Hugh tentiary for com'tcts's earnings,
services of a competent person, or
Applications for Parole.
pany, which manages the property, is HUNDRED HEIRS TO
Land Entries.
L. McMenamln, rector of the ImmacThe following is a list of prisoners,
persons, whose inspection and reports
which
$100,000 ESTATE.
The following were the land entries who are making applications for pa- building aji irrigation plant,
of Automobile ulate Conception church parish In, a
Charge
you can safely adopt as your own, I Additional
Los Angeles, Calif., March 29.
will cost $1,500,000 and , will bring
sermon Sunday have caused consider at the local land olflca yesterday: role. These applications will come be- 100,000 acres of the estate under culbelieve it would be a compliance with
Speeding Against Colored
one
hundred
persons scattered
Nearly,
able comment among Catholics and William S. Bettls, Shoemaker; Juan fore the board nt its meeting to be tivation.
v Pugilist, v.the statute for you to do so, provided
Among those connected all over the world have filed claims
Santa
Ve
Eduardo
SandoSisneros,
Rosa;
so
made
can
Protestants. Father McMenamln'!
that arrangements
held on April 8th, Saturday:
with the development
company Is in the superior court to a share in the
sermon was on the subject of temper- val, Sapello; Louis M. Sandoval, Wagthat no increased expense is put upon San Francisco, Calif., March 29.
Francisco TJllbarrl, sentenced from United States Senator Loilmer of Ill- hundred thousand dollar estate ot
on Mound; Samuel Narita, Raton;
murJack
assersome
weiElit.
and
while
chamnion.
Johnson,
for
heavy
ance,
the territory.
startling
San Miguel county, for life,
Frank- Matilda Walden, who died at Las
inois. Former Congressman
It is so manifestly for the interest was ordered Into court today and tions were made by him concerning Stephen Easton, Abiquiu; John W. der.
lin E. Brooks of Colorado Is a stock- Angeles on August, 1908, leaving no
Mound.
to again sentenced to twenty-fiv- e
Sterrett,
women
of
Wagon
addiction
of
the
from
the
of owners of irritation projects
many
sentenced
days
will and no known heirs. Claimants
holder.
Margerlto Romero,
best families of the city to the liquor
have such inspection by a capable in Jail by acting Police'Judge Tread-welcontinue to appear even at this late
San Miguel county, for 18. months to
The Judge said he took this habit, the comment upon his sermon COMMANDER GETS REAR.
of
person during the progress of the
horses.
date and the hearing which was to
two yeara, for larceny
SUPPORT FOR TAFT
ADMIRAL'S
COMMISSION.
San
work, that It would seem reasonably action to forestall any question of the for the most part has been favorable.
from
sentenced
have been held today has been postC.
TREATY.
ARBITRATION
Jose
Madrid,
certain that they would be willing to legality of the original sentence from
15
to
months
12
29.
A
March
for
poned until May 9, to allow some later
London, Eng.,
general
county,
Miguel
D.
29.
March
C.,
ComWashington,
pay each his share of the compensa- which Johnson appealed to the supe- TWO CENT LAW DEcommittee to be made up of memberB heirs at law to perfect the proof of
for embezzlement.
months,
B.
mander
was
Robert
of
An
in
rior court,
additional charge of
Peary
CLARED UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
today
your inspector
tion and expenses
LinThe claimants
of the House of Commons of all par alleged relationship.
D. K. Foster, sentenced from
St. Louis, March 29. The
United commissioned civil engineer with the
proportion to the time required for automobile speeding will be heard
and New
coln county for four years, for larceny ties is under the process of forma- live in Scotland, Ireland
ranlt
of
In
rear
admiral
accordance
on
in
and
circuit
Johnson
4,
court'of
proporSoon
States
af
April
each project
possibly
against
appeals today
tion with the object of supporting Zealand. One group consists of twen- - '
ot horse.
of
the
with
act
recent
cost.
to
two
The
interter
The
size
and
returned
the
Congress.
Oklahoma
Johnson
declared
cent
at
his
passto
its
e
tion
jail
ar- cousins, most of whom live In
Salamon Aragon, sentenced from Fresident Taft's
est of the publlo equally requires that torney filed a petition of habens-cor- enger rate law confiscatory and in commission dates from April 6, 1909,
Ireland.
Llnooln county, for 99 yeara for mur- Miration
the day ho reached the North Polo.
,
valid.
such Inspection should be made an(j i'us In the appellate court.

have no hesitation In recommending
that you put the proposed system in
operation and that you make arrange
ments or have some understanding
I
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NEW MEXICO'S

METHOD.

When Hon, H. O. Bursura dratted
and presented In the constitutional
convention, his article for a corporation commission, he was severely criticised by the Democrats for providing
that orders of the commission should
be reviewed and passed upon by the
supreme court without delay or 'further formalities. The world Is Just
now awakening to the fact, that this
Is the proper and only sensible way.
In Australia It is now proposed to
have the constitutionality of pew
statutes submitted to the courts and
without
passed upon immediately
awaiting tor an action to be filed and
carried up by appeal from inferior
courts to the highest tribunal, possl- bly at the expense of some private
litigant.' This Is a thought that has
often been on the minds of lntelli- Americans, but, In this as In
other things, we have been very large- ly creatures' of precedent Happy for
the English speaking race if our Aua- tralian brethren can point the way

....
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MEXICO MUNICIPALITIES.
Dispatches purporting; to give the
official population figures for New
Mexico incorporated towns and print- ed the past few days are somewhat
mlsleadlng because under Incorporate
ed towns is given the population ot
placea that are no longer Incorporate
ed, like Cerrillos, southern Santa Fe
county, and also the population of
Pueblo grants which can hardly be
classed as Incorporated although the
pueblos have a form of town govern- ment. Several places like Alamogor
do and Cimarron which were lncor
porated at the time of the census are
also omitted.
There were Just thirty Incorporated
place, in New Mexico at the time the
census was taken and they range in
order as follows, the population for
Alamogordo and Cimarron being estl-gemated as the figures for those two
places are not yet made public
Albuquerque
11,020
Roswell
6,172
Santa Fe
5,072
Raton
4,535
Las Cruces
;
3,836
East Las Vegas
3,755
;
Clovls
3,255
Silver City
3,217
"is vegas
3,179
Tucumcarl
2,526
Gallup
,.
2,204
Alamogordo
... ......
NEW

THE HUMAN AVERAGE.

It is oustomary, when legislative
bodies adjourn to have a noisy Jolllfl- cation.
Even the sedate Senate of
the United States can not always re- train from hitting the high places,
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SUNDAY CLOSING AT POSTOFFICE

Those agitating for the dosing of
tha post office on Sunday are engaged
in a praiseworthy movement, but It Is
...
w
Tae new Hexlcan
to be feared that they do not
quite
fully understand the nature 0 post-offic-e
ot leglBla-work
and
the
the
with
conditions
Compared
doings
under
and satisfaction President Taft's re at times to draw comparisons with
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
tures elsewhere, New Mexico assemb- - which It Is done. A clearer view may
cent declaration in favor ot the sub- newly developed countries for the
lies have been very demure, and yet, be gained from the following few lines
mission to arbitration ot all differences latter have not ancient precedents to
they have been unmercifully critlzed in the Denver Post, the Sunday-closinbetween nations without reservation overcome, such as hamper, for InPAUL A. P. WALTER,
or the
Sunday-closinfor giving way on such occasions to an
and
of questions deemed to affect the na- stance, irrigation
Editor nir Prssldsnt.
development
ebullition of effervescent boyishness, arrangement having gone Into effect
extional honor." The conference
FRANK P. STURGES,
good roads building In New Mexico.
Tak. for instance, the following ac- recently:
pressed the earnest hope that the pres- - Thus the Silver City Enterprise tells
"The clerks are not satisfied with
count of the oloae of the session of the
dent and the Senate of the United ot one difficulty that is In the way of
the Sunday closing arrangement now
on
last
MlB8(mrl
Sunday
ieg8lature
to
a oer
States would give effect to this wise good roads construction, and
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
,,inn-- H
tmm In effeot In that city. The carriers,
mnrin
,M.,
declaration by entering tain extent even ot street improve
and
r.
Seeretary-Trtisurs8t
of
Mondl.v.
according to the Post, have to report '
th.
T,m..
treaments In old communities like Santa
.
upon the negotiation of general
,,
,,- - . for duty on Sunday just the same as
of
at
ties of arbitration
this character
Fe:
at"Jetferon CUy ye(lteJ, if they were distributing the mall
roullng
Entered u Second Clan Matter at the earliest possible moment. It was
"Good roads has been the heading ot
day, The legislator! of both houses from the windows, and on Monday the
Bant Fe Poitoffloe.
at the meeting of the American Soci- so many articles and editorials In the
and both parties, are reported to mall Is Just twice as heavy because of
ety for the Judicial Settlement of In- Enterprise that it may look trite to
have behaved a good deal like young the accumulation over Sunday."
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION;
ternational Disputes that President many eyes, but It I a safe hasard
In other words, the clerks and car
sters Just turned out of school, with
$ .15 Taft reiterated the declaration which
Dally, per week, by carrier
that nothing affects the welfare ot the
certa,n extravagances and Improprie rlers mus: work anyway on Sunday,
Dally, per month, by carrier .... .76 has made such a profound Impression people of Grant county to a greater ex.
66
ties, incidental to the character ot even It the general delivery and letter
Dally, per month, by mall
throughout the world In these terms: tent, not even statehood, than good
most politicians, added to the simple carrier windows are closed that one
Dally, three months, by mall .,, 1.00 "If, now, we can negotiate and put roads.
The Mogollon highway has
exhuberance of human beings who hour on which they are open now.
S.50
Dally, ilx months, by mall
through a positive agreement with Just been completed by the Territorial out
At the Santa Fe post office, It could
7.00 some
have been liberated after long
Dally, one year, by mall
In
a
to
Massachusetts,
nation
abide
the
legislative
adjudiGood Roads Commission and Is
be so arranged, that only one letter
JS cationgreat
measure
Weekly, per month
been
consideration
has
under
an International
arbitral
of
splendid monument to that body. But
carrier would need to be )B dutv on
BO
Weekly, por Quarter
"It would require the advantages of
court In every Issue which cannot be the Mogollon highway only reaches a which has for its purpose the test- The distributing do'k would
1.00
Weekly, six month, by mall
the many-eye- d
to de Sunday.
settled by negotiation, no matter what traction ot the people ot this section. ing of a will while the testator Is still.
Argus,
perhaps,
as now
have :o be on duty the sa.-1.00
Weekl.'. per year
under Its provisions, the
termlne Just now which of the two
It Involves, whether honor, territory or Asked why the County Commissioners nying,
te.ct.use the Sunday closing movement
The Weekly New Mexican Review
who makes a will can prove bis
party
clans
a long step did not undertake a
In
more
were
the
made
have
we
shall
responsible
money,
vigorous good
does not affect those whi rent post
In the oldest newspaper In New Mexword and deed, but It may be suspeot- forward . by demonstrating that It Is roads campaign, bounty Chairman Ed sanity and his freedom from undue
oftke boxes. Mails must be dispatchico. It Is sent to every postofflce in
influence at the time of executing
two nations at least to es- Dickenson
ed
were
intoxlDemocrats
that
tha
for
was
possible
It
because
replied that
ed and distributed the same as on any
the Territory and has
large and tablish as between them the same
sucn instrument. Thus It would be artesia ..... ...
l,gg3 cated with a realization of their power,
sys- ot the uncertainty regarding the con
other day. The pulJllo, however,
growing circulation among the Intel tem of
possible to secure In advance a Judg- - Doming
If not In other ways.
ot
law
igj
exists
that
due
process
law
of
the
stitutionality
establishing ment or verdict,
would be deprived or the convenience
ligent and progresses people ot the
1.73s
the will uarisDaa ... ,
sustaining
a govern the permanency of
under
between
Individuals
"When
all
the
come
tacts
to
light, of going to the window for one hour
highways previous or setting It aside as the case
Southwest.
might Socorro
i,56n
ment."
to 1905. The 1905 statutes define a be. While It Is not
however. It probably will be discover on Sunday and getting "Its malls, and
(
probable that such Portale
1,292
are
Our
German
friends
ed
that
as
certainly
that
road
of
the
any
permanent highway
party had less the clerks and carriers would not be
question
;
MARCH 30, 1911.
validation would be generally sought, Clayton
THURSDAY,
97j to do
not advancing the cause of civilisa- was regularly established previous to
with the unseemly scrimmage helped much If any. In fact, the car
if It were resorted to. It would of-- Cimarron
yet,
tion by casting slurring reflections on that year, yet residents of Grant coun ten
than the average character of the men rlers find, that their mail which pakeep from the knowledge of the Farmlngton
755
the motives which prompt a movement ty have violated that provision and
who are elected to state offices by trons usually took out on Sunday will
ourlbus those Interesting Springer
morbidly
..i...
651
so clearly in the interest of all man are
both parties.
violating It by fencing In public stories which so often come out in Estancia
m
have to be carried to them on Monkind. It may be that the ruling; class roads that the
"There should have been enough of day. The law will not permit them
county has gone to the course of suits to break the last zteo
509
FIRST IN PEACE,
In Germany does not believe in arbi.o. dignity and intelligence In the body as to work more than eight hours a day,
great expense In building and repair will and testament of some one who M'om
The greatest victory of
tration on principle; It is certain that
a whole to make rowdyism and dis- and part of the mails which arrived
This has happened not once either knew his own mind or else let Hagerman
Roosevelt was not won on the battle- the mass of the German nation does ing.
but many times, until the county com some one else fool him In regard to Texlco
on Saturday after the carrier has gone
409 order Impossible.
field. Compared with his achievement not differ essentially from the common
Lake Arthur
missioners feel that It is a useless the matt-r- .
"It may have been merely an addi- on his last trip, will probably not be
ut
ot bringing about the Peace of Ports- people of other countries in their atti
Such propositions seem almost revo-- Blida
In repairing roads that may
tional proof that "boys will be boys.'' delivered until Tuesday or Wednesmouth that ended the war between tude on this question. Meanwhile the expense
So lutionary, as viewed from the stand- - Dayton
be fenced in wlthlp a month.
,
The trouble arises from the practice day, an arrangement
satisfactory
Russia and Japan, his martial achieve acknowledged American leadership In
"
as known, the constitutionality of ard of the common law, and yet, at Dexter
Sim
ments were picayune and would hard the cause ot peace is an enormous ad far
" ' 242 of placing so many of the 'boys" In neitherattothepatron nor to carrier.window.
the same time, they are ao reason- has
never
been
law
this
upon,
passed
genera) delivery
positions where character and proper ilarly,
ly be remembered were it not for the vantage for Its effective promotion. and until It
Is, It Is up to the people able that their Justice must be appar THE PARTY THAT DOES THING8. feeling, are essential.
On Monday morning, the clerk at that
gerater laurels he won as an advocate This country Is strong enough and
'
.,, out sureiy, tne world of
with the
themselves to
People really want
"So long as the statemakers Include window finds himself so overwhelmed
of peace. Similarly, with President
to
invulnerable at all points
",u
board In helping to build, and
outlet uuupi on its out- - j""sreoBive legislation thev will ri th r.,mo.
un, ...
m
with mall, the accumulation of two
Taft, though the fact that he is respon be reckoned perfectly sincere when It county
of all, in maintaining
In h??re.d, t.ra- tteri ntrust lts aotment, their lists lust before election time, days, that he 1b apt to make annoying
sible for the rather spectacular display condemns as equally barbarous and most Important
A vmB
"uu"can Pty. Half a cen- - and so long as the men who manage mistakes and It will be "Blue" Monday
1
,7.
.
ot armed forces alonr the Mexican cowardly the attempt to glorify war as public roads. The topography of this
t
h
country Is of such a character as to itn
ke their appeals to 'the In fact for him. Close the post office
boundary, would stamp him as a man the only safe and sane arbitrament
preclude the following of township human
"Z
f...lDat "
' general to work for the can- - on Sunday by all means, but do not
of war, yet, his greatest achievements of International
differences."
The lines, and
that the letter carriers and
naturally a road that is human understanding n.Hmifi.
out olasle" cnon. ""
"
have been In furthering the cause of British Foreign Minister has promptly
""ays be Imagineclerks
reference to favorable loca- the Doint
are helped thereby to any
uwertan considerable number of
postal
lae.
i'JZL it ."'1
universal peace, In advocating treaties recognized the inexpediency ot assum built with
of it.
muat occassionally trespass
compares the Colorado
Individuals in office.
appreciable extent, for letters come
of arbitration and reciprocity which ing that such an arbitration treaty as tion only,
lature, which Is Democratic, with that
across some land owner's property.
"'The boys" are all right in their and go on Sunday the same as any
are bringing closer the day when war the
THE 8UNSET TRAIL.
of California, which is Republican.
president has proposed might lead
action proves a hardship,
but until voters as a class de other day and must be handled as they
places;
will be considered In its true light, to a defensive alliance between the Where such
The
name
Is
.
as
Sava
strlkinerhift-itha
hi that nf
the county board Is ready and willing
termine to keep them in their places aie received.
that is, merely as wholesale murder.
two countries.
Doubtless relations of to listen to
grievances and remedy
the there can not be much general better- No other achievement of President cordial
friendship could hardly fall to
but the peremptory fencing up another
at ment In the conditions of state legls-- Major General Cartrr,. who com
"'
'B""ur6.. co"vened
Taft's administration could possibly become firmly established between same,
page,
the
f
account
appears
of roads that have been built at con
"
lne am
mands the regular army In the Texas
Both are latureB.'
the trln of
exceed in lustre
the
f
successful two nations who had deliberately ex"
1
stl in sess nn. Both had made to the
siderable expense has caused the to
maneuvers, has come to the conclusion
and
achievement ot an unconditional arbi- eluded, under any possible circum
Albuquerque
It
from
Good
the
people many promises of constructive
board to go slow In the matter itoaas
that effective mobilization has as a
THE ONLY LOGICAL REASON.
tration treaty between Great Britain stances, the possibility of going to war county
commission, as well as the md
until the people themselves decide to Board of County
progressive legislation.
There
President Taft has Justified the pre- prerequisite the establishment of divand the United States. Ita approval with each other. But such an under
Commissioners
was, however, this slight difference beIn establishing and maindictions of the correspondents, who ision army posts, not merely a small
might get valuable pointers'. Bays tween
has stirred thoughtful men In both standing could only be weakened by
the two bodies: In California
uie Aiouquerque Journal today:
he would explain the company, or even regimental post, but
countries as nothing else In the Presi- any obligation that the one should talning good highways."
the legislature was composed of raro-- promised that
"
"Trail to the Sunset!
movement of the United States troops division posts, with ample terrain for
dent's public career has done, and It la come to the relief of the other In any
Fort
He recommends
gressive Kepubllcans, with a progres- - as Boon as he returned from
There Is something mm- OLQA NETHERSOLE.
his va maneuvers.
plain that he has behind him a public quarrel with a third power. The moral
Blve Republican as governor: in Colo- about the nomenci.ti,
Benjamin Harrison, near Indianapolis,
This Is what "Who's Who" says tic
v.
cation In Georgia.
.
sentiment, dally gathering In force, of effect of their agreement would be all
. .
"J
n
v
raAn
to a. li. westgard to the ocean to ocean
""J""1' ul l"e legislature was The President offers the explana- Indiana, for such a post,' tor three
a character and influence which no the stronger because It was one In about Olga Nethersole, who comes
reasons: Ample grounds for maneu
Fe next week: "English act automobile route which he has al- - comP08el of Democrats, with a Demo- - tion which has seemed the
other Issue could evoke. Mr. W.
which any other power could Join, and Santa
only one
crat
and railroad
water
govrnor
Stead lamented In a recent magailne not one in whose maintenance or ex- ress born in London January 18, 1870. ready blazed through the southwest
possible to sobermlnded people: He vers, plenty ot
and which he Is now
"J"8' compare, as an Instructive ob- - believed that the situation In Mexico facilities. Santa Fe possesses those
working to
article "England's Lost Leadership of tension the exercise ot force could She received her education In private
n
a superlative degree
In government, the record had reached a condition ot
Institutions In London, Holland and raaae one or the most famous tourist
Peace," but congratulated the world play any part
uncertain advantages in
,
"the advantages
America. "See America 01 the two bodies.
Germany. She made her profession ."u
ty wmcn amounted to a menace to andean add to them
that the standard which had dropped
healthful climate and proximity to
"Here Is what the Republican legls-- American lives and Interests on the
al debut In Brighton.
England, In rirat is the motto of Mr. Westgard,
from the nerveless hands of British
REDUCTION IN TAX RATE.
. lstim u
v
unooiflch
ot Mexico.
There Ib no
1.
debut in wuo,. mrougn his hlerhlv
He ordered the border
statesmen was now borne aloft by the
ew.uwt in
Last year, the territorial tax rate March, 1887 and her London
KMiiuijua uara other side of the border.
aas aone more perhaps for done:
She was in the Garrick
1888.
the troops to. Texas In order that they other place in the Southwest, or even
president of the United States. The was reduced a full twenty-fiv- e
per June,
.
......
.
noun- in the country, which unites In itself
11m
j
recent speech of Sir Edward Grey In cent Despite this tact, owing to the Theatre Company and later was the try In thA 6WUr iuuub
umwa Diaies
senator a might be near the scene of disturb
- in inia "
all these prerequisites In such super'
ance, In the event of urgent need.
the British House of Commons afford economical and admirable financial lessee and manager of the Court thea other one man. Th
kT.v TvI
Progressive
itepuDiican.
-She made a starring, tour of
"ifiu, " HI 1.11 uh IB "Abolished race track gambling.
The hysterical opinion to the ef lative degree.
ed, however, reassuring evidence that policy of the Republican administrat- ter.
erecting along the long trail pointing
fect that Wall Street had something
the paralysis which seems to have af ion, a still further reduction will be Australia and the United States, in
Adopted ballot reform laws.
me
lo
sunset
will
be
The Kansas City Star is mean
do with the movement of the troops
fected the British delegates at the sec made, a reduction of ten per cent fact made her fourth American tour
"Adopted the Initiative, referendum
to the energy and th
tiroi0
enough to say that whenever a lawNelson's
in
Encyplopedla
to
recall.
have
been
was
proves
ond Hague conference
absurd.
In other words, the tax rate
wont or tne man,
merely due more.
secures a change of venue for
The President meets the suggestion yer
to a passing spasm of apprehension In for the coming fiscal year la to be al adds that In 1898 she became manager
xnere is no doubt howovor ho
"Passed a railroad commission law,
his client, he effects a recall of the
the foreign policy of Great Britain. most fifty per cent less than for two ot Her Majesty's Theater, where she Mr. Westgard has done New Mexico wltl1 Provision for physical valuation, that his political enemies will try to
presiding Judge for that particular
make capital of his actions relative to case.
The speech had also the happy effect years ago. In the first place, a much produced "The Termagant;" and in
and Imprisonment for violation.
especially
That is a new way of putting
ot the Adelphl service. He hatAlbuquerque a great
the
with
of demonstrating that, in any negotia. better collection of taxes has been ob 1902 was manager
the
troops
characteristic
"Passed a progressive body of conassured that this
it. But there Is an underlying strat
Her chief characters are city will he one of the main
statement
he
not
does
care
that
tlon on the broad and liberal lines sug tained year after year, since the Re theatre.
what
laws.
um of truth to It. There are some
.tnnni. servatlon
"".hkiiw
Dau-- Places .
gested by President Taft, the British publicans assumed charge ot terrltor .iappho, in the dramatic version of
"Established a board of control for his publlo opponents do or think, so things that are not near as revolu
aiong one of the most historic
Cabinet Is prepared to meet our gov lal affairs.
long as his actions merely conform tionary upon closer examination
There has been a much let's novel. Janet Preece in "The Pro ana oeautlful highways on the enntl. all nublio Institution'
as
with his conception of the duties ol they appear at first
ernment half way. In Justice to the stricter accounting on the part
win scenio grandeur and the
of fligate," and the heroine of La Tosca.
Reformed the criminal procedure.
sight and again
office.
his
Liberal ministry It must be noted that fiduciary officers, new sources of In One of her most popular characters relics of the days of romance at every
other things that seem new tangled
"In comparison with such a splendid
All this Is right in logic and tone, notions at first glance which are mere
this la not exactly a new discovery. direct revenue have been opened and presented In the United States was
mgnway tnreadlnir thB
record the achievements of the Colo- .
..
and will be generaly accepted as a ly Ideas as old as the hills but die- - '
Last summer the British Chancellor of many economies have been Intro Paula, In "The Second Mrs. Tanquery" unuiiKn nan Ira nn
rad Democratl
Mtni
true statement of the case.
the Exchequer expressed the senti- duced, which despite the fact that the in which she appeared In New York boundless mesa, and
of
gutsed In new clothes.
Pltl,ul fruitlessness.
Va,ed ln aU
God's country. Mr
ments recently uttered by Sir Edward population of New Mexico has doubled In 1899.
It may not always be worth
not
sena
even
a
has
Colorado
elected
none
not for profit but at personal
ARBOR DAY.
Socialism can do no more than any
Grey In a different but not less em- since Governor Otero succeeded Gov while to know "Who's Who," but it Is
one is elected he will be
capbuob ana tne southw.f ! inn.w. tor, and If
-i
This week 1. Arbor Day and the other form of government to provide
phatic form. He then welcomed the ernor Thornton, have kept public ex- slways Interefflns, and Santa Fe
Interests
ed to him. He l
only a creature of those
American appeal which had been penses within reasonable limit and
wi!) have the privilege next
th Pre"" householder who has not made ar work for the Idle and food for the hun
apostles cf one of the greatest nation-- wh'h dlCtat th ,0lng
previously expressed by President yet have built up a system ot magnifi week of seeing an actress who'll de ui
rangements to set out shade or fruit gry. In Milwaukee, 20,000 men are
m
movements
HieuiupeHJui
of
recent years the
Taft
and
at cent territorial Institutions, have con cidedly In the "first" rank and has esother
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DESPERADOES

he got, but he also was arrested.
How They Did It
A man who has bad a good deal of
experience ferreting out crime discussed the methods used by this trio
of safe blowers today saying: "It ap-
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Dr. Adickes, the Oberburgermelster
of Frankfort, has occupied that post
Few men
for a quarter ot a century.
l.t Germany can point to a life ot more

ance not only for peace but for
'

cent on these products.
They will
now go In free, as will garden and
field seeds generally.
Some decided advantages
are de
rived by nurseymen under the terms
of the Agreement.
Tbe negotiators
found that a mutual lowering of duties on grape vines, gooseberry, raspberry and currant bushes would be
beneficial to both countries, and this
was done.
The American negotiators, however, went further than this,
Comand persuaded the Canadian
missioners to lower the duty on horticultural stock from tbe
United
States. This Includes apple, cherry,
peach, pear, plum and quince trees.
Canada Imports more than $500,000
of these trees from this country, and
under the reduced duties, the Importations are pretty certain to Increase.

A TEST CASE .
of Territorial

The' refusal

t m

Auditor
William O. Sargent to pay the Children's Aid Society of New Mexico, the
annual appropriation ot $5,000 made
for the previous two fiscal years by
tbe last legislative session, was merely formal, In order to have the questIt inion decided in the courts.
directly affected other, appropriations
for such worthy causes as St. Vincent's Orphanage and Hospital, the
New Mexico Museum and other Institutions, that were In doubt whether
tbe hiatus caused by the suspension
of statehood In mld-alsi It were,
would deprive them of the support
which would have been theirs If the
legislature had met this spring as
it would have but for the enabling
act. Necessarily, other questions will
enter Into the consideration of individual cases, but in the main, lt Is now
established by court decision that the
appropriations run not only for sal
aries and regular expenses, but also
as to appropriations for speciflo pur
poses other than running the territorial government during the transition
period. Incidentally, it may be stated,
that the $5,000 a year which goes to
the Childrens' Aid Society, can be expended only for permanent Improvements.
The Society is doing a great
work in caring for neglected and orphan children and Is doing It on an
baBls. It
entirely
needs particularly at this time, a
building to take care of boys between
the ages of ten and twelve years, for
while It finds no difficulty in placing
girls and very young boys iu homes
nf desirable families, lt Is more
difficult, in fact almost impossible to
place the boy over ten years of age,
until some of the bad habits he has
nntracted are eliminated and the
Such
rough edges polished off.
detention home 1b a great need and
the appropriation of $5,000 In quest-IoIn the petition for a writ of man
damus which was granted yesterday
The
will go towards that purpose.
Society keeps many boys from going
to the reform school and is saving
the Territory five times the amount
appropriated each year to It for per
manent Improvements.

SUPERVISE IRRIGATION
WORKS.
With the Increased activity In the
construction of Irrigation works in
New Mexico, the commonwealth must
give some thought to supervision of
construction. There should be an Inspector ot technical ability, whose bus
lnesa It would be to visit Irrigation
works under construction and pbbs up
on the sufficiency of construction, this
as a matter of protection to promoters,
Investors and settlers. It has happen
ed not only In Colorado and California,
but right here In New Mexico, that
dams have washed out, and in giving
way, dealt out ruin and destruction
and even Inflicted death.
Those who put up the money for the
construction were loosers, the people
who had settled under the project were
loosers, the promoters were loosers unless they had pulled out In
time, and the commonwealth at large
was a looser, tor one Instance of that
kind awakens distrust in other projects, In fact, in the entire matter of
New Mexico as a comreclamation.
monwealth Is more or less responsible
In the matter. It Invites capital, it
grants water rights, lt has a certain
control over the appropriation of waters, it aska people to settle nnder
Irrigation projects, and It should see
to it that dams are strong enough
to withstand the water pressure and
al! extraordinary demands upon them.
The New Mexican is pleased therefore
that Territorial. Engineer Charles D.
Miller and Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy agree as to the duty ot the
commonwealth In this respect and
have decided upon a method that inflicts no new burden on the general
taxpayer and at a slight cost to the irrigation projects themselves, gives
them Such Insurance as will not only
benefit them directly but will Inspire
confidence Indirectly, and thus attract
Investors and settlers who otherwise
feared the uncertainty of irrigation
works caused by the prevailing notion
that Irrigation dams as a rule are un
safe and cannot withstand an ordinary
flood.
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Samuel Russel of Salt Lake City,
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in th world. "
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Foley Kidney Pills
TONIO

Personal Mention.
Sunday.
THURSDAY,! MARCH 23, 1911.
of
Herman Schweitzer,
manager
C. M. Fecbhelmer, u businessman
the Harvey house curio department
from Oklahoma, Is at the Palace botel.
visita
was
business
a business man of at Albuquerque,
R. C. Dunn,
or In Santa Fe today.
Pittsburg, Pa., Is at the Montezuma.
Rev. H. S. Wanamaker of Amistad,
I h. Rapp, the architect, has returnwho is a railroad proa visit to Roawell and Albu- Union county,

IN

AOTION

.

QUICK

IN

RESULTS

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
INFLAMMATION of th
KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to

MIDDLE AGED

and

ELDERLY

sous of noted men. Professor Gardner will spend a few daya here and
then go to the coast.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Kidder who
spent the winter here, left at 4 o'clock
this afternoon for their home In Mas
has been
sachusetta. Mr, Kidder
studying here preparatory to taking
a degree at Harvard, He expects to
return to Santa Fe In a year, how
ever. While In this city Mr. and Mr.
Kidder made many friends.
TUEHDAY, MARCH 28, 1911.
W. S. Gardner is a St Louis sales
man registered at the Montezuma ho

WAS OWEN MERELY
WORKING FOR HIMSELFf

Or Was H Really In Lov With Ari
zona, Its Psopl and' Its
Constitution?
26.
Was Rob
Washington, Mai-cL. Owen, Senator from Oklahoma,
really In love with the Arizona constitution, or was he merely trying to
of the suit
escape the penalties
brought against him by the Department of Justice when, In the closing
hours of the last session, he sought to
defeat the sundry civil appropriation
bill! asks the New York Tribune.
This Is the question which Senators
who have traced the history of a certain amendment to that bill are earnestly asking one another. That Sen
ator Owen fought to defeat a provision in that bill appropriating $50,000
tor the prosecution of cases whereby
It la sought to recover for the poor
of
Indians hundreds of thousands
acres of valuable lands; that in reconspect to a large number of these
veyances be Is the defendant; that he
succeeded by what amounted to fili
bustering tactics in defeating the appropriation in the Senate and having
It stricken from the bill; that his ef
forts were defeated by the House
that he pursued the same tac
tics a year ago; that he then succeed
ed In killing the provision in the
Senate, only to have It restored In
conference; that he made a violent
fight against the provision before the
conferrees a year ago; and that it
was only because the House confer
rees refused absolutely to listen to
him at this session that he tailed to
do so again all these things have
come to the knowledge of Senators
since the ad
and Representatives
journment of Congress and have led
them to wonder how far the Arizona
constitution was made a blind to con
ceal the hostility of the Oklahoma
Senator to suits by which It is hoped
to recover from btm those Indian
lands.
The Basis of tht Suits.
The gravity of Senate) Owen's sit
uation may be appreciated from the
fact that the attorney general, bringing suit to protect the Indians and nul
lify the transfers, declared in the
statement filed In the United States
circuit court that the restrictions and
encumbrances on their sale had never been removed, and that "the con
dition of such lands with regard to
restrictions was not only known to
defendants from public records and
public statutes and treaties, and a
matter as to which such public acts
put them upon inquiry and notice, but
was notorious and familiar from con
stant public discussion In the newspapers and speeches, so that all per
sons other than Indians, and particu
larly the defendants, knew the policy
of the United States and the duty and
treaty obligations of the United
States forbade the procuring of deeds
and like Instruments in violation ot
such restrictions."
Had Senator Owen succeeded In de
feating the sundry civil bill at the session Just closed, the Department
of
Justice would have been without
funds to prosecute these suits In
which he is the defendant. A Republican attorney general would then be
compelled to appeal to a Democratic
House to provide the funds for the
continuation of the suits for the protection of the Indians and against the
would-b- e
leader of the "progressive"
Democrats In the Senate. That made
It a desperate situation tor Senator
Owen. A large part of his fortune Is
tied up in these lands conveyed to
him by Indians,
many of them
blanket Indians, who knew nothing of
status
the
of their heritage,
and
many of whom were obliged to sign
the deeds and conveyances with their
marks.
Senator Owen said ht was deter
mined to defeat the sundry civil bill
because the Senate would not approve
the Arizona constitution with Its provision for recall of Judges. Perhaps
Senator Owen told the truth, but he
has no right to be surprised that Senators should wonder and should smile
significantly when they discover that
the bill Mr. Owen was seeking to defeat "In the Interest of Arizona" was
of far greater moment, of great financial Interest, to Mr. Owen himself.
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PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little Bock, Ark.,
says. "For two years I have been tel.
Mrs. Nora Brumbach ha returned
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over to Estancia after spending a few days
ed from
moter, registered at the Palace last my hips were so bad that they almost In Santa Fe.
querque.
Mrs. William C. Fllklna, a tourist
meant death to ma at times. I used
as- evening.
Louis C. Ilfeld, of Las Vegas,
G. O, Hason and party of Phlladel-nhlseveral well known kidney remedies from Grand Rapids, Mich., Is at the
sistant district attorney of San Miguel
occupying two private cars. which gave me no relief until I used Montezuma hotel.
county, Is at the Montezuma hotel.
R. C. Rankin, asslitant territorial
last night from El Paso, Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
Miss Mary Maher of 321 North passed Lamy
auditor of Las Vegas, Is in
have
as
recommend
traveling
they
a
Texas.
tiuthfully
from
returned
Fourth street, has
me sound and well." Sold by the city on business.
merchant,
Alcalde
made
the
Ellas
Clark,
Fe.
Albuquerque
Santa
brief visit to
George Klander and C. U Harding,
arrived in the city last night and was all druggists.
Journal.
both of Henderson. Ky., are health-seeker- s
in the Independent Order of
initiated
field
of
the
chief
0.
Moore,
Leroy
at the Sanitarium.
here.
division of the general land office at Beavers
oyster supper In the basement of the
Miss Etta Moore, who Is a student
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting church from 5 to 8 p. m, yesterday for
official
on
here
was
today
Santa Fe,
this afternon at the home of Mrs. E. the church organ. The affair was at Colorado College, Colorado Springs,
business. Las Vegas Optic.
Estella Bergere la a both a social and a financial success. Is home on a week's vacation.
J. H. Fulmer of Mlshawaka, Indiana, P. Davles.the Miss
J. Eaton, the well known meat sales
club.
MONDAY, MARCH 27, 1911.
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F. E. Jennings and A. I. trade. He IsVegas,
Attorney
has gone to Parsons, Lincoln county, Probate Clerk Alfredo
at the Palace.
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arrived
of
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Schartxer are up from Willard.
where he is interested In mining propO. S. Bodenhausen and G. A. C. Bod- city last night from Pena Blanca. He
Herbert J. Hagerman
erty.
enhausen,
clothing salesmen from St
Coronado.
the
Is
at
of
was in Albuquerque yesterday from
The Rev. H. S. Wanamaker,
Joseph, Mo., are at the Palace.
Colonel E. W. Dobson, the well Roswell.
Amistad, Union county, a promoter ol
who
Mr. and Mrs. Clem Hanlon
Duke City, ar
the Mountain, Valley and Plains rail- known attorney of the
Colonel E. W. Dobson, the Albuquer- spent Saturday and Sunday In Santa
business.
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rived
legal
yesterday
and
to
Cimarron
Amistad
road from
que attorney, is registered at the Mon- Fe, returned yesterday to Estancia.
He Is at the Montezuma.
Taos, is at the Palace hotel.
tezuma.
Fortunate Madril of Santa Cruz,
Adolphus Busch and family, of St
B. Franklin of Albuquerque, an atMr. and Mrs. David Coy, sightseers northern Santa Fe county, is In Santa
on April 7,
torney and formerly connected with Louis, will pass Lamy
from Johnson City, Tenn., are at the Fe, serving as bailiff, in the district
the forestry service in Santa Fe, who on his way home from Pasadena. He Coronado.
court.
hag been at Laa Vegas on land office will occupy a private car.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Miller, of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Notan who have
matters, is at the Montezuma hotel. I C. L. Pollard, former postmasteras Valley Ranch were visitor
AlbuIn
been visiting J. R. Eamrs on his farm
Rt Rev. J. Mills Kendrick, bishop and prominent merchant as well
on the Arroyo Hondo, have left for
Arriba querque yesterday.
o' the Proteatant Episcopal diocese of lumber man of Espanola, Riohotel.
Luciano Martinez of Rociada, San their home at Chicago.
New Mexico, is at Las Vegas from Al county. Is at the Montezuma
R. L. Cooper,
thn hydrographer,
R. H. Sims, receiver of the federal Miguel county, was a business visitor
buquerque and will next Sunday conand having in Santa Fe today.
has gone to Cowles on the Pecos rivfirm a small class In St Paul's church land office at Laa Cruces,
arrived this
Cicero Weldner of Pojoaque, north- er to measure streams. He is expectIn the Meadow City. He will then many friends In Santa Fe,
noon and left again this evening.
ern Santa Fe county, former city mar ed back In a week or two.
come to Santa Fe.
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brother of the late C. Mrs. Nora Brumbach of Estancia. School.
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Monparty
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Stewart Van Vliet has gone to
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County Commissioner J. Alfredo
Buckman to do some work for the
car
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quarters at Albuquerque.
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college fraternity, who holds an
the home of Mrs.
party. Is at the Palace hotel. He will important position with that company.
commission about taking up the con- this afternoon at
of the leave for home
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Besides
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tonight
struction of the road from Santa Fe
Bishop J. M. Kendrick of El Paso,
Mrs. Britton and
Herman Schwelzer, manager of the of the diocese of New Mexico of the
to the northern boundary of the coun- club the guests are
Mrs.
Fischer.
,
curio and news rooms of the Harvey Protestant Episcopal church, Is In
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Mr. Lucero says that the county
ty.
Byron Harvey, of Kansas City, man House at Albuquerque, who spent Sat Santa Fe and will hold confirmation
is ready to do its part of the work
is
urday here, has returned to the Duke services at the Church of the Holy
without further delay. He says that ager of the Harvey house system,
Faith today. From here be goes to
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counties are especially reassuring and
lionaire proprietors of the Harvey
A trio of prominent citizens of San- at the Elks' theater this season.
that prospects for a banner season
ta Cruz, northern Santa Fe county,
The Fifteen Club met yesterday at House system, who was in the city Sat- were never better. Farmers are plow"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
are in Santa Fe on legal business. the home of Mrs. I. H. Rapp and Mrs. urday, the guest of Mayor Sellgman,
and will put in large crops. Live- cough remedy I ever used, as It quicking
They are Juan Maes, an old veteran Jaffa presided. Roll call was answer left Saturday night for Albuquerque. stock Is also in good shape." Las ly stopped a severe cough that had
and a steadfast Republican leader; ed by quotations. Mrs. Jaffa read a He is making a tour of the West,
long troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
Vegas Optic.
Francisco F.Bquibel and Manuel Vigil. paper on "The Northern Republics of sightseeing as well as looking after
F, A. Bridge, the capitalist financ- Princetln, Nebr. Just so quickly and
It acts In l
F. A. Bridge, the capitalist who is South America." Mrs. B. M. Thomas the business Interests of the Harvey
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N. V. S. Mallory, all of Madison, Wis. the
nounced In the Record yesterday. He Is in poor health and will retire from
was accompanied here by Mrs. Pope the company as secretary and take a 8CANDAL EXPOSED IN
They are at the Montezuma hotel and Marsh will preside.
came
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William.
"Governor
and also the officers of the court, the long vacation In northwest Canada, It
will visit the Arroyo Hondo dam some
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In last evening from Santa Fe. This
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clerk, 8. I. Roberts, the official report- Is said.
ha left for Wagon Mound,
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Mr. Roberts went
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Former Governor Herbert J. Hager- Plaintiff Who Sued for Slander Loses
er, Earl C. Iden.
will hunt ducks. The gov
Out Because of Lord Derby's
R. H. Hanna was a visitor in Las where he
to Carlsbad to prepare for the man arrived here last night and Is
ernor was accompanied by Charles A. through of court there a week from the
Defective Memory.
Levi A. Hughes at his
of
Vegas yesterday.
guest
opening
Spless, Colonel M. M. Padgett Adju Monday. Roswell Daily Record.
London, Eng., March 27. The suit
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home on Washington
Mrs. T. A. Hayden will leave tonight tant
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the wealthy young Baron
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for
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William Emory Gardner, nephew
Hagerman will leave
for Miami. Florida.
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Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier mond will go to Wagon Mound tomor Mrs. Jack Gardner the noted- society home in Roswell.
William Emory Gardner, nephew of
Lady Mary Gerard, and tha
leader of Boston, will arrive tomor
has gone to EI Paso, Texas, for a row to Join the hunters."
Im Vegas row
noon to visit Bronson M. Cutting Mrs. Jack Gardner, arrived today from letter's brother,
Henry Mllner, for
brief visit
Optic.
at his home here. Mr. Gardner, al Boston and Is the guest of Bronson slander, collapsed suddenly todaj
Evarlsto Lucero left for Rivera, San
Mrs. J, G. Schumann entertained a
edu- M. Cutting at bis
home here. Mr. when Lord Derby, to whom the slant though a millionaire, Is a noted
Miguel county, this morning, to spend dozen ladles Thursday afternoon
cator and was professor of Greek at Gardner is professor of Greek at ders were alleged to have been conher home on Lincoln avenue. The af
Groton, the school attended by Theo Groton, Mass., and gave the beautiful fided, swore on the stand he had no
fair was informal.
and many other chapel to that well known school. He recollection of the matter. Judgment
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one dreaded
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who Inherited
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Admiral
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TO
been able to cure In all Its stages, and Southerland, daughter
most of the fortune of the late Baron
Mrs. Southerland, of Washington, D.
VALUABLEAGENGY
Cure
FREIGHT
Hall's
FA8T
TRAIN8.
Catarrh
Hlrsch.
Catarrh.
la
to
that
According
complainant,
Postmaster General Frank
C., and
Is the only positive cure now known
she ran away from her home In comHitchcock. Mr. Hitchcock is the only
The Capital Pharmacy of this city
March 27. Magazines pany with Lieutenant Ashton of the
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- bachelor member of the cabinet and
Washington,
has Just closed a deal whereby they
ing a constitutional disease, requires has been for a number of years a will continue to be agents for ZEMO and other bulky periodicals after July Second Life Guards. Plaintiff alleged
1 next will be transported by the that the conduct of his wife was aptreatment Hall's social leader among the bachelors of
a constitutional
the well known remedy for Eczema,
postofllce department in carload lots proved by defendants in utteranc3s
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act- Washington.
dlBeaseB of the skin
all
and
Dandruff,
as fast freight.
reflecting upon him.
ing directly upon the blood and muCleveland Dodge, treasurer of the scalp.
Hitchcock Ib
Postmaster Oeneral
cous surfaces of the system, thereby Phelps-Dodg- e
accompancompanies,
this
that
The
leap
extraordinary
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possible STUDY THE BIBLE IN
developing as rapidly
destroying the foundation of th dis- ied by Mrs. Dodge and two daughters
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clean liquid external treatment
plans to utilize fast freight In the
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by building up the constitution
Its practicable and In instances where a
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In
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Berkeley, Calif., March 27. Deliverassisting na ur In doing Its work. manager of the El Paso and South- wonderful curative
and saving to the government in transproperties
ing the third of his series of lectures
The proprietors have so much faith In western route, arrived In Alamogordo
valuable addition to portation cbarges may be effected.
at the Greek theater of the University
Its curative powers that they offer last Thursday night on a special makes it indeed a
carof California here yesterday on "The
One Hundred Dollars for any case train. The party visited Cloudcroft the fine stock of remedial agents
If you have trouble In getting rid Bible and the Life of the People,"
that It falls to cure. Send for list of Friday, accompanied by W. G. Roe. ried by the Capital Pharmacy. sam
of your cold you may know that you Colonel Theodore Roosevelt declared
They have a limited supply of
After returning from Cloudcroft the
testimonials.
There the bible should be as much a sub
are not treating it properly.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, party left for the east about four ples. One of which will be given free
of study In the Becular colleges
o'clock Friday afternoon. Alamogor to any skin sufTerer who wishes to Is no Teason why a cold should hang ject
Ohio.
'
A on for weeks and it will not If you of the country as In seminaries, and
medicine.
of
the
merit
the
test
do
76c.
News.
Sold by Druggists,
of it by all persons
The Ladles Auxiliary or St. John's booklet "How To Preserve the Skin," take Chamberlain's Cough , Remedy. urged the study
Take Hall's Family Pills for
as a guide to conduct.
Methodist Episcopal church held an will also be given to those Interested. For sale by all druggists,
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Woman's

Ills

Many women suffer needlessly from girlhood to woman,
hood and from motherhood to old ego with baokaohs,
sleep-ledizziness or headache. She beoomes brokea-downervous, irritable and feels tired from morninl to
night. When pains and aehes rack the womanly system at
''
frequent intervals, ait four ntifkbor about

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
TbH Prescription haa, tor orsi 40 years, beam

d
woman,
earing delicate, weak,
by tho hundred ol thouaauda mad thlt too la
too privacy ol their team without their Mar'

Ini to aabmlt to Indelicate tjuettlonlnta aad
olfenmlvelr repugnant examination.
Siok women are invited to consult in oonfidence by letter fret. Address
World's Dispensary Medioal Ais'n, R.V. Pieroe, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Da. Pibucb'j Great Family Doctos Boot, The People's Common Seme
edition 1000 pafjei, answers In
Medioal Adviser, newly revised
Plain Enfllsk hosts of delicate questions which every woman, single or married,
Sent
addreas
on receipt of 31 one-ceto
know
about.
to
fret
sny
ought
stamps to cover cost of wrapping snd mailing enly, In French cloth binding.

the benefits. Its marvelous history
AND ATTRACTIONS
OF NEW MEXICO. is too well known to need elaboration a trip through it Is evidence ol
Charles Morsau Harger of Th Out Its success.
"The people are or a class capable
look Dssorlbea Them In March
ot doing things.
Issus of th Earth.
" 'There are no better citizens anyGreat
Future
"New Mexico,
State," Is the subject of a lengthy where than those who have come her
and lavishly Illustrated article in the to till our lands,' said Governor W. X
March number of "The Earth," writ- - Mills. 'They come from the best
ton by Charles Moreau Harger of the families ot the middle west, and are
Outlook who was in Santa Fe during here to make tor themselves homes
The and that Is the one thing that builds
the Constitutional Convention.
article Is Illustrated with views up a state.'
around Santa Fe, In the Mesllla val"That they are making homes is
snd
ley and elsewhere, and gives a splen- the source of their happiness,
did general Idea ot the fast crystal-lzin- even In the more remote localities Is
possibilities of the new state. found a high quality ot citizenship
There are pictures ot the buildings among these
of the University of New Mexico at
"Perhaps to the visitor the greatAlbuquerque and s typical glimpse In- est charm of the state Is its varied
to one of the famous orchards of the civilization. In some of the old Mexican towns are found a primitive livPecos valley.
The San Joaquin valley of Califor- ing that savors of the days before the
nia is featured In this number, but conquest of Cortes. In th new towns
there are, as usual, many Items from are electric lights, trolley cars and
New Mexico in addition to the contri- every appliance of the metropolis.
bution by Mr. Harger. The latter in The old civilization Is being pushed
back, year by year, as settlers take
opening his article says::
"The promise ot a new commonup and cultivate more land, and th
wealth depends as much on its people old ways are disappear'og.
as upon
Its physical advantages.
W' hout an energetic and enterpris- TEXA8 LIKE NEW MEXICO
HA8 MINERAL SPRINGS.
ing population prosperity cannot be
attained in permanent form, nor can
and Valuable and
Numerous
Are
Its progress be rapid.
They
Will In Time Attract Many
"New Mexico already has demonInvalids.
strated Its qualifications. The constitutional convention made a 'safe
Houston, Texas, March 27. The geand sane' document as the fundamensurvey of Teas, while reveal
tal law of the new state, and the peo- ological
ing the vast mineral possibilities, the
0
ple ratified it by something like
in
range running from potters'
majority. It has no isms, no various varieties to the more dry
costly
freak provisions, and aims to give metals, also shows many valuable minevery Investor, as well as every citi- eral waters, Borne of them having all
zen, full opportunity to advance with
the medicinal qualities of the famous
the development of the commonflows of, Europe. Near San Antonio
wealth. In this the people of New
are two artesian flows of sulphur wa-- i
Mexico showed their good sense.
ter found to be as highly curative for
"To visit them at their homes re rheumatism and nervous diseases as
veals a high class of progresslveness that of the moBt famous springs of the
on the part of those who have thus world. The temperature of the.se Is
far built up the state. It Is not a 104 Fahrenheit, and so heavily lmpreg- 'new' country., In the Masonic lodge nated with
gass that the odor is peri
room at Santa Fe are shown signa- ceptlble at-seral hundred yards.
tures on the lodge attendance list of About each of these great flows bath
Kit houses have been erected and thoumembers as far back as 1850.
Carson was a prominent citizen then, sands who have come here on crutchand his portrait and his favorite rifle es have gone away entirely cured. But
are shown as valuable relics. The these are only two of the famous walong valleys that furnished the graz- ters of the state. Burdette splits,
ing grounds for hundreds of thou- which has been used tor two years In
sands ot sheep and cattle were at- a general way, but 30 years or more by
tracting capitalists 40 years ago. The those who have been fortunate enough
stockmen were the magnates ot the to obtain It, Is
quite as famous for
state and they laid Its foundation.
stomach and other troubles as the re"But a new civilization has come to nowned waters from a number of
New Mexico, and Its exemplification European wells.
At Sutherland
if seen on every hand. The talk In Springs, 30 miles southeast of this
the offices Is not of sheep or cattle
city, Is a great flow of four distinctive
It Is of farming and Irrigation.
each showing a wide differ" 'Those are our big things,' ex- waterB,
ence from the others by chemical annot
a
take
plained a banker. 'We do
alysis, Some of these flows are
back seat for anybody or any state. warm and others are cold. In the Peand
We are conquering the Jeaert
cos valley are a number of mineral
transforming the valleys into gar- springs, two of these said to possess
dens.'
the same qualities as the famous Crab
Irrigation's Progress.
Orchard spring of Kentucky and that
disIs
this
has
how
"Just
far
gone
fame at Epsom.
other of world-wid- e
closed by the figures ot Irrigation. Al- Twenty miles or more south of Falfur-ria- s
under
are
acres
ditch,
ready 600,000
is the northeast corner of Starr
and 3,000,000 acres more are irriga- county Is a large bog ot mineral water
of which
ble with the mere expenditure
produces vast fields of Bait by
money. The men who are doing this natural evaporation. Geologists wbo
are from all parts of the nation, but have examined this pronounce it one
of late they come mostly from Iowa, of the moBt remarkable water deposIllinois, Kansas and Oklahoma. They its on the continent While It is recfind in the new state, climate and ognized by many as a lake, It is in
g
facilities that satisfy fact a kind ot bog containing several
their dreams of agricultural auccess. square miles. Underlying the shallow
"The development of the country is water In many places are vast strata
noted on every hand. To be sure, not of salt formation which, it Is believed,
every acre is tillable. Some is far when that section Is put In touch with
from water, some is mountainous. But transportation will prove highly profout In the broad valleys, where irri- itable.
gation systems have been put in operation, there Is ample evidence of SAFETY PIN KILL8 LOS
what can be done. What was open
ANGELES SURGEON.
plain two or three years ago has been
Los Angeles, Cal., March 28. Dr.
transformed into farms with pretty
dwellings where live settlers are mak- H. O. Cates, superintendent of a local
ordihospital, and a leading surgeon of the
ing more of 40 acres than the
nary farmer farther east can make oft clt, died of blood poisoning, the result
a quarter section. The Pecos valley of having accidentally
pricked his
Is an example. A few years ago, when hand with a safety pin while bandagwas
went
there, It
the first investors
ing a wound in the operating room ( a
declared to be a risky experiment by week ago.
the more conservative of their friends.
Today the whole valley practically is NO ELECTION TODAY IN
SENATORIAL BALLOT.
under the plow and It is a vast garDenver, Colo., March 28. There
den. Land values have Increased
more than 60 fold, and the men who was no election In today's senatorial
, ...
went on the scene early have reaped ballot.
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THE BEST
SPRING TONIC

Sorinir is the season when the Wood is weakest, and our systems least
the time of fickle appetites, poor
responsive to the demands of nature. It is
--- -digestion, lack ol energy, pouny 10.11,
A great many so called tonics
aiiccs which warn us that we need a tonic.
but acting
are mere nerve stimulants, often producing exhilarating effects,
dewith decided injury on the system later. If your system is weak and
an increased amount of nourit
tone
supplying
by
can
up
only
pleted you
ishment nnd this can come only through pure, rich blood. S.8.S.JS the
one medicine you can rely upon
greatest of nil blood purifiers j and it is theeffects and at the
same time thorto supply the system with the best tonic
hnve put off using a tonic until the
blood.
the
people
Many
oughly purify
for the
system became so weakened it could not resistS.disease, and have paid
S. 8. is nature's ideal tonic;
neglect with a spell of debilitating sickness.
It tones up the stomach
made entirely of healthful roots, herbs and barks.
and digestion, aids and Improves the appetite, and in every way contributes
'
to strong, robust health, 8.8. S. is for sale at drug stores.
WE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

THREE OFFICERS

garden to be built In the basement of
the old main building which was burn

FOLEY'S

vlded consent of the visiting statesmen could be had for cutting out the
recall ot the Judiciary,
But, we understand, like Caesar refusing the
No
orown, they stood steadfast.
statehood for them, unless there could
be a recall of the Judges.
Of course
we dnn't unitartnltA tn hrv what fafll.

(flEWMEXIGO

TRIED TO SET

ed last fall. The cornerstone of the
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.
building has been left In position to
AR
mark the site of the first and for many
years the only building of the Institution since it was removed from Lai FOR ALL COUGHS AKD COLDS
Cruces. Dr. John R. Macarthur, who
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
for several years at the head of
that credit, without the lessening mix- Ing of abnegation possessed the soul
Newspapers and Candidates.
in the throat. Especially
Will Represent New Mexico was
Epifanio Vigil SavS Robber
the department of English In the col- ickling
.1 -- .,1 mn.
The Illinois legislature ls thresh- ture of any qther name or combination m unn n'v.11 .. . ;,,.
recommended
children
for
and
In Maneuvers at San
Placed Lighted Paper
of
ot
lege, will again be with the institunames.
the
out
newspapers,
subject
ment.
Possibly the spirit of prophecy i
Jelicate persons. No opiates. A ing
tion, having been appointed to the
It is fair to be fair.
with relation to the publication of liwas upon him, and he could forsee
not
a
Tapers on His Toes
Diego, Calif.
The
medicine,
narcotic,
chair of English and also made dean
Lee O'Neil
a deluded people electing him to the
Bee Hive on the carton ii the bel, and, quite naturally,
of boys for the institution.
Browne is standing sponsor for a bill
Waiting for statehood.
bench, and then in a moment of
mark of the genuine. Refuse which
If There Should Be War!
Arizona and New Mexico are impaseeks to place severe restrictclamoring for his "recall." BUT HE KICKED VIGOROUSLY
SCHOOL DIRECTORS' ELECTION
substitutes.
General B. J. Vlljoen of Las Mesa,
tient to get Into the Union. They have And if that was his state ot mind,
ions upon the press.
Otto
Mr.
Wis.,
Paul,
Milwaukee,
'
Dona Ana county, has offered hla serThft niihlln as a whole will feel that adopted constitutions which must be who can blame him for standing
Is still
vices to Governor Mills to serve with lays Foley's Honey and Tar
the movement referred to ls in exactly approved by the President and by there, like another Horatlus at the Sensational Torrance County
Eighth Grade Exam Through- th New Mexico troopa In case of war more than the best. He writes us. the
Not only in lilt Congress or if Congress fails to dls-- ' bridge, for the protection of Arizona's
wrong direction.
"All those that bought It think it ts
Case In District Court Set
out Territory On April
with any other power, stating In his the best for
and colds they nols, but In various other states it approve the same during the next. people? And- possibly Hon. Akers,
coughs
forTomonow
offer to the governor that It would ever had and
28 and 29.
I think It Is still more has been demonstrated that many dls- - regular session thereof the President-- holding a lively recollection of the
not be a duty but an honor for him than the beat. Our'
alone ls sufficient. This record he made as secretary of the
baby had a bad honest men have been elected to of- Jl approval
to
serve
his adopted country. Gover- cold and It cured him in one
That he was threatened with torIn other Instances men of a Beems very plain and simple, but territory, and knowing that If ever
Adjutant General Brookes announce
day. flee.
ed today the name of the three off- nor Mills Informed the general that Please accept thanks. Sold by all low order of morals and Intellect, who, nevertheless it leaves the prospects the people of Arizona should elect a tures similar to those suffered by
should
ot
the
out
states
these
the druggists,
for early admission grafter of his stripe to office the re the Christians In the time of Nero who
president order
have not placed themselves liable to
icers who will repreaent New Mexico
'
call would be a handy thing to have msde lighted torches out of them and
at the maneuver! at Ban Diego, Cali Territorial troops at any time he
conviction, have been placed In re- shrouded in tome doubt.
to
be
him
would
to
the are to be found In
glad
fornia. They will leave to as to arassign
Will It be in order to bring the mat around possibly he felt impelled ts that the work of burning him alive
relatively limited sponsible positions, where their low
his
service
line
as
ex
knowledge and
rive there not before April 3 and not
areas, which are scattered more or Ideals and cunning have served the ter up at the extra session and if Con stand for the recall on general prin had been actually begun by the sex-who wanted to force
i tette of robbers
later than April 5. There may be perience would be an acquisition to leBs widely. By careful selection it purposes of questionable legislation, gress falls to disapprove both consti- ciples.
other officers selected) to make the the troops.
is believed that much can be done for If not of
tutions can the President act alone?
chicanery,
At any rate, we have Hon. O'Neil's j a confession from his "ps, was the
la
not
but
Good
this
Roads Work In Las Cruces.
the permanent Improvement of the
yet definitely
trip,
It Is not to be credited that the ma The language of the act calls for Con- word for It that the proffer of state
known as the war department so far
Next Monday a force of 300- men watersheds with the purchase ot
jorlty of people In any community gressional action at the "next regular hood was refused because the "com- who will be the chief witness tn a
has made provision for only three. The will be started to work on the Im relatively small part of the land.
The question .was preclplta mittee' would not give up the ju- trial begun late yesterday afternoon
wish to vote for such men. It is there- session."
appointment of these men Is announc provement of the Paseo, the branch ot A blank form for the offer of land fore of the utmost Importance that ted In the closing hours of the last diciary recall..
and which promises to reveal one of
ed In the following special orders El Camino Real between Las Cruces accompanies the circular. Additional their careers and characters should session. Was not that the "next regAs a matter ot fact, we fancy that the most sensational robbery stories
No. 4:
and the New Mexico Agricultural coplea of this blank form may bo had be outlined plainly. If they present ular session" and If Congress failed to the
Mr. Vigil declares
Hon. heard in years.
people who "approached"
Office of the Adjutant General,
College. The Las Cruces Railroad by writing the forest service at Wash themselves as candidates for office.
disapprove, Is not the President free O'Neil with this offer or intimation, that strips of paper were saturated
Santa Fe, N. M., March 27, 1911.
to
oil
with
Company has been asked to allow Its ington. The kinds of land which will
kerosene
do
his
on
ot
and
then placed beset
own approval
not concern
The newspapers
the or whatever it was, were about as
In compliance with Instructions trackB to be moved from the center of be considered for purchase, If they themselves
tween his toes and were lighted while
New Mexico constitution? It seems to
with the questionable-qualitie- s
to
"deliver
authorized
the
fully
goods"
from the war department, contained this road to one side In order that lie within the designated areas, are
of men who keep t- - the usual be assured that this cannot be done sb he was to reject the offer.
But a revolver was placed at his knee.
in letter (23024) of the chief, division the highway can be graded up Into set forth by the circular as follows channels of
The case, which ls heard by Judge
and New Mexico, whose first applica- this, so far as we have been able to
activity.
militia
of
affairs,' dated March 22, a wide roadway. Active work on the Timbered lands may be bought eith
The candidate, however, ls in a dlf- - tion for admission was way back In ascertain, 1b the sum and substance McFle In the district court, ls that of
1911, the following named officers of Camino Real will be rushed as rapidly er with the timber standing on them
He asks to be in- - 185(). muat walt not for any fault of Its of the "effective work" accomplished the Territory vs. Doroteo Torres, Lai-ar- a
the National Guard of New Mexico as possible during the balance ot thiB or with reservation by the owner of ferent position.
Cordova. A. D. Shartzer, Doughty
Dut because the Arizona const!- - Dy this "committee" at Washington.
will proceed to San Diego, California, month and all of April, as laborers the right to cut the timber under cer trusted with the business of the whole own'
'
But Chairman Dillon and the ter A Tucker, Francisco Perea and J. C.
Upon his sense and in- - tutlon did not suit the Senate and
and report to the commanding gen- will be hard to find after hay cutting tain rules to provide for perpetuation community.
Cravens. These six men are charged
eral of the maneuver camp not earlier Btarts In the early part of May. Most ot the forest. These rules will form tegrlty the welfare of many depends. Senator Owen, of Oklahoma, who ritorlal Democratic committee, and with
robbery on January 13, 1910, and
than April 3d 'nor later than April of the farmers and land owners In a part of the agreement for the pur He should court the most thorough In- - "ould not admit New Mexico without Chairman Sames, and the Republican
Arizona.
territorial committee will please ob- Epifanio Vigil, his wife and his daugh
6th, 1911, to participate in a joint en- that Bectlon of the valley have donat cnase of the land. Since, however, vestigatlon in all matters tending to
In spite of the fact that President serve that their orders have been ter, Nina, aged 16, appear against
cannot
campment, maneuver, and field In ed teams, scrapers and men to assist toe government
pay high show what kind of a man he 1b.
The bill now under discussion In Taft desires the extra session to be issued to them by our local tailors them.
struction of the regular army and In the work being done, and a large prices, it ls not regarded as1 probable
Ssld Mr. Vigil to a representative
number of them have also helped with tnat much land bearing
a heavy the Illinois Legislature would seem to confined to the consideration of the of Tooley street. Arizona Republican
militia, viz.:
of the New Mexican:
Btand of merchantable timber can be be the product of Just that class of reciprocity agreement, It Is more than
Arlxona Has Its Troubles.
Major S. A. Milliken, medical corps, liberal donations.
bought. Culled and cut-ov"I have heard of the tortures Inlands politicians who must be put out of probable that the statehood question
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IF I HAD ECZEMA V"W
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and clearing up the complexion
nothing else can.
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